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Schedule

(In Central Europen Time, UTC +1)

Monday, February 22

14:50– 15:00 Opening

15:00–16:00 Veronica Becher (Universidad de Buenos Aires): On modifying
normal numbers

16:00–17:00 Stefan Steinerberger (University of Washington): New low-
discrepancy sequences via potential theory

Tuesday, February 23

15:00–16:00 Gohar Kyureghyan (University of Rostock): Constructions of
irreducible polynomials over finite fields

16:00–17:00 Péter Pál Pach (Budapest University of Technology and Eco-
nomics): Avoiding arithmetic progressions or certain geometric con-
figurations

Wednesday, February 24

15:00–16:00 Nikolay Moshchevitin (Moscow State University and Astrakhan
State University): On geometry of diophantine approximation

16:00–17:00 Thomas Stoll (Universite de Lorraine, Nancy): On difference ma-
trices and generalised Rudin-Shapiro sequences

Thursday, February 25

09:00–10:00 Alina Ostafe (University of New South Wales, Sydney): Multi-
plicative and additive relations for values of rational functions and
points on elliptic curves

10:00–11:00 Jean-Louis Verger-Gaugry (Universite Savoie Mont Blanc): Re-
cent progress on the dynamical zeta function of the beta-shift, and
Lehmer’s problem

15:00- 16:00 Editorial Board meeting of the Journal ”Uniform Distribution The-
ory”.
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Practical information

7th International Conference on Uniform Distribution Theory will be held online due
to the pandemic.

The talks will be given via Zoom. The links for the sessions will be provided for all
registered participants by e-mail.

Please write your name in full when you enter the room. You will normally be muted by
the moderator on entering the room. If you are a speaker, then please activate microphone
and camera from the start. Please feel free to use the Chat box to ask questions or make
comments.

We ask the speakers and chairs to enter the room 10 minutes before the start.

The starts of the talks are in Central European Time (UTC +1).
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Local Organizers

Friedrich Pillichshammer, JKU Linz, Chair
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Arne Winterhof, RICAM Linz

Office

Melanie Traxler (JKU) e-mail: udt2020@ricam.oeaw.ac.at

tel.: +43 732 2468 4030

IT

Florian Tischler (RICAM) e-mail: florian.tischler@oeaw.ac.at

tel: +43 732 2468 5250
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On modifying normal numbers

Verónica Becher
Universidad de Buenos Aires & CONICET

Abstract

Defined by E. Borel in 1909, a real number is normal to an integer base b (greater
than or equal to 2) if in its base-b expansion every block of digits occurs with the same
limiting frequency as every other block of the same length. There are several known
ways of modifying normal numbers that preserve normality, for instance, proved by
D. Wall in 1949, the subsequence along any arithmetic progression in any base-b
expansion preserves normality to base b. Another kind of modification transfers
normality to base-(b+ 1) to normality to base-b, for instance, proved by J. Vandehey
in 2017, removing the digit b from any base-(b+1) normal expansion yields normality
to base b. Here we consider a dual form of this last modification: the problem of
insertion in a base-b normal expansion to obtain normality to base (b+1). We present
two main results.

Constructions of irreducible polynomials over finite fields

Gohar M. Kyureghyan
Institute of Mathematics, University of Rostock, Germany

Abstract

The composition method is a powerful tool to study and construct special poly-
nomials over finite fields. In this talk we briefly introduce this method, and then
inverting it, describe a new method for constructing irreducible polynomials over fi-
nite fields. We conclude with several interesting connections of our construction with
number theoretic problems.

The talk is based on joint work with Melsik Kyureghyan and Anna-Maurin
Graner.
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On geometry of diophantine approximation

Nikolay Moshchevitin
Moscow State University and Astrakhan State University

Abstract

We would like to discuss some recent results related to one- and multi-dimensional
Diophantine approximation. First of all we deal with new results related to homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous approximation to one number. In particular we discus
problems related to different irrationality measure functions and the corresponding
inhomogeneous settings, inhomogeneous approximation with coprime numbers and
some open problems. Then we give a brief survey of new results on geometry of mul-
tidimensional approximation (in the sense of simultaneous approximation and in the
dual setting of approximation for one linear form), bounds for Diophantine exponents
and their applications to certain problems of approximation points on manifolds.

Multiplicative and additive relations for values of rational functions
and points on elliptic curves

Alina Ostafe
University of New South Wales

Abstract

For given rational functions f1, . . . , fs defined over a number field, Bombieri,
Masser and Zannier (1999) proved that the algebraic numbers α for which the values
f1(α), . . . , fs(α) are multiplicatively dependent are of bounded height (unless this is
false for an obvious reason).

Motivated by this, we present various extensions and recent finiteness results
on multiplicative relations of values of rational functions, both in zero and positive
characteristics. In particular, one of our results shows that, given non-zero rational
functions f1, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , gn ∈ Q(X) and an elliptic curve E defined over the inte-
gers Z, for any sufficiently large prime p, for all but finitely many α ∈ Fp, at most one
of the following two can happen: f1(α), . . . , fm(α) satisfy a short multiplicative rela-
tion or the points (g1(α), ·), . . . , (gn(α), ·) ∈ Ep satisfy a short multiplicative relation
on the reduction Ep of E modulo p.
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Avoiding arithmetic progressions or certain geometric configurations

Péter Pál Pach
MTA-BME Lendület Arithmetic Combinatorics Research Group,

Budapest University of Technology and Economics

Abstract

In this talk we discuss some bounds about sets avoiding certain arithmetic or
geometric configurations in Fn

p (or more generally, in Zn
m). In particular, we will

consider the case of 6-term arithmetic progressions in Zn
6 , and sets avoiding right

angles in Fn
p . Specially, it will be shown that a subset of Zn

6 avoiding 6-term arithmetic
progressions is at most 5.709n.

Our methods can also be used to bound the maximum possible size of a binary
code where no two codewords have Hamming distance divisible by a fixed prime
p > 2. We present a new proof of the upper bound
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Joint work with Palincza and with Bursics, Matolcsi and Schrettner.

New Low-Discrepancy Sequences via Potential Theory

Stefan Steinerberger
University of Washington, Seattle

Abstract

There are many classical constructions of low-discrepancy sequences on [0, 1] ∼= T
(van der Corput sequence, Kronecker sequence, ...). I will discuss an interesting
phenomenon that seems to lead to many new such sequences: for suitable functions
f : T → R, we can define a greedy construction as follows: given {x1, . . . , xn}, we
place the next point of the sequence in the place where the function

g(x) =
n∑

k=1

f(x− xk) is minimal: xn+1 = arg min
x

n∑
k=1

f(x− xk).

For suitable functions f , numerically this seems to lead to sequences with discrepancy
as small as that of the van der Corput or Kronecker sequences. We discuss what we
currently know. For a very particular function f , we can prove that the arising
sequence has DN . (logN)2/N – in that case, we establish the L2−version of a
problem about polynomials in the complex plane that was asked by Erdős (and
solved by Jozsef Beck) in L∞. It would be nice to extend these constructions to
higher dimensions!
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On difference matrices and generalised Rudin–Shapiro sequences

Thomas Stoll
Université de Lorraine, Nancy

Abstract

We first give an overview about the various properties of the classical Rudin–
Shapiro sequence and explain the relation to difference matrices in the theory of
combinatorial designs. We then introduce a family of block-additive sequences, that
are obtained by allocating a weight to each couple of digits, and define the nth term
of the sequence as the total weight of the integer n written in base k. Under an
additional combinatorial difference condition on the weight function these sequences
can be interpreted as generalised Rudin–Shapiro sequences. We show that these
sequences all have the same two-term correlations as sequences of symbols chosen
uniformly and independently at random, as is the case for the classical Rudin–Shapiro
sequence. The speed of convergence is independent of the prime factor decomposition
of k. This extends work by E. Grant, J. Shallit, T. Stoll, and by P.-A. Tahay.

This is joint work with I. Marcovici and P.-A. Tahay.

Recent Progress on the Dynamical zeta Function of the Beta-shift, and
Lehmer’s problem

Jean-Louis Verger-Gaugry
CNRS, University Savoie Mont Blanc, LAMA,

73000- Chambéry, France

Abstract

A class of lacunary integer polynomials, called almost Newman polynomials, re-
lated to Newman polynomials, is studied. We show that this class has striking
properties, and allows the investigation of the problem of Lehmer by the dynamical
zeta function of the beta-shift. The question of the localization of its lenticular poles
inside Solomyak’s fractal, viewed as a neighbourhood of the unit circle in the com-
plex plane, is conducted in this framework. This class appears as a pertinent tool
to investigate the part of the roots of reciprocal integer polynomials of small Mahler
measure, in the cusp; the importance of the cusp had been guessed by Langevin.
This study is based on the role played by periodic representations in algebraic ba-
sis of real number fields (Baker, Sidorov, Kala, Vávra, Pethoe, Frougny, Masáková,
Pelantová, Svobodová, Kovács, Környei), with variable bases. The problem of limit
Mahler measures (Deninger) is evoked in this context.

D. Dutykh and J.-L. Verger-Gaugry, On the Reducibility and the Lenticular Sets
of Zeroes of Almost Newman Lacunary Polynomials, Arnold Math. J. 4 (3-4) (2018),
315–344.
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